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Abstract— The confluence of power and cyber networks is key1

to the evolution of smart grid (SG). The explosive growth of2

data in SG to support pervasive communication demands the3

exchange of essential information guided by need based events.4

The scaling of such asynchronous event-driven communication5

for practical utility in SG needs to evolve with information6

prioritization. Owing to the size of the power grid, it is often7

necessary to aggregate such event-driven data to reduce the8

multitasking overhead of higher-level controllers. As such, pri-9

oritization of the processing of these event-driven pieces of10

information is essential. In this paper, using the context of a11

neighborhood-area network, where communication is enabled12

between consumer loads and supervisor energy-management13

system (EMS) controller to achieve balance between demand and14

supply, a priority-based event-driven communication mechanism15

is outlined. For that purpose, load-demands are grouped into16

different classes based on their priorities. The demand processing17

policy based on dynamic-priorities is analyzed using delay and18

fairness performance parameters. An optimization problem is19

also formulated to achieve performance tradeoff between delays20

experienced by different classes of load-demands and the EMS21

processing cost. The performance evaluation results show the22

effectiveness of the proposed priority-based solution.23

Index Terms— Communication network, dynamic-priority,24

energy-management system (EMS), event, neighborhood-area25

network (NAN), smart grid (SG).26

I. INTRODUCTION27

THE balance between demand and supply of electric28

energy will be enhanced with the emergence of smart29

grid (SG), which delivers higher flexibility and control to the30

operators as well as end consumers. This optimal demand–31

supply balance is dependent on effective communication32

between load energy-management system (EMS) and the33

loads, which is enabled by the installation of smart con-34

sumer devices (SCDs) at the loads, facilitating real-time35

data exchange [1]. One such scenario is depicted in Fig. 1,36

where different loads (e.g., homes) are connected to the load37

EMS (for aggregation) using an underlying neighborhood-area38
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Fig. 1. Event-based energy-management system architecture.

network (NAN) [2]. The communication between load EMS 39

and substation EMS is enabled by wide-area network (WAN). 40

In addition, Fig. 1 also depicts the integration of distrib- 41

uted energy resources (DERs), which is an integral part of 42

a SG. From demand response perspective, different loads are 43

grouped into multiple classes based on their priority. Typically, 44

the loads suitable for demand response scheduling are termed 45

as elastic loads and can be grouped into multiple classes based 46

on their priority [3]. 47

Priority-based approach has also been employed for supervi- 48

sion of smart-grid assets as discussed in [4]. In another related 49

work [5], priority-based scheduling and channel allocation 50

for heterogeneous SG traffic is proposed. These solutions use 51

static priority and if used for demand response management 52

can lead to scenarios, where the waiting delay for low priority 53

loads can be excessively large. This problem can be addressed 54

partly by using time dependent, dynamic priority [6]. The 55

linear time dependent priority has been used in wireless sensor 56
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networks [7] for fairness improvement of low-priority loads57

also utilized58

In dynamic priority based demand response, the processing59

of an individual event is determined based on the number60

of demand events already in the system and their current61

priorities. Specifically, we consider time-dependent dynamic-62

priorities [6], [7], where the priority of an event is determined63

based on its initial priority assigned by the load EMS as well64

as the waiting time in the system.65

The proposed dynamic-priority-based event-driven infor-66

mation communication solution is aimed at augmenting the67

advantages of SG data communication using time depen-68

dent dynamic-priority assignment to loads. Using dynamic-69

priority will provide a controllable fairness to the loads of70

different priorities, while implementing the demand response.71

The dynamic-priority based solution can be integrated with72

the existing SG application layer protocols, DNP3 [8] and73

IEC61850 [9], [10]. This is achieved by using the avail-74

able flexibility in the middleware at the network interface75

between (DNP3 or IEC61850) and the underlaying lower76

layer protocols [11]. The dynamic-priority based solution77

approach, allows one to achieve a desired level of fairness in78

the processing delay experienced by the load-demands from79

different priority classes. In addition, an optimization problem80

has been formulated based on weighted cost function to exploit81

the tradeoff between substation EMS processing cost and the82

load-demand delay. For that purpose, a cost function is defined83

for the demand processing at substation EMS, which combined84

with the delay costs for different priority load-demands defines85

the weighted objective function of the optimization problem.86

The key contributions of the paper can be summarized as87

follows.88

1) A dynamic-priority based demand event processing for89

multiple classes of loads.90

2) An optimization problem formulation to achieve the91

performance tradeoff between multiple priority load-92

demands and the processing cost at the substation EMS.93

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,94

characteristics of basic system model are outlined. Event-95

driven demand-management policies and delay performance96

are discussed in Section III. An optimization problem that97

provides optimal performance tradeoff is formulated in IV.98

Numerical evaluation results are discussed in Section V, and99

we conclude our findings in Section VI.100

II. SYSTEM MODEL101

We consider the scenario shown in Fig. 1, where load EMS102

communicates with the substation EMS (for ensuring balance103

of demand and supply) using WAN. Each load generates104

an aperiodic event based on a threshold value, which is105

transmitted to the respective load EMS. At the load EMS, each106

demand event is assigned an initial priority-based on the delay107

that can be tolerated by the respective load (generating the108

event) before its demand request is processed. The demands109

from disparate loads are divided into multiple classes based110

on the requested priority.111

For the realization of the dynamic-priority policy, it is112

assumed that each home location labeled as load is equipped113

Fig. 2. Multiclass priority-based demand generations and their processing
by the load EMS.

with an SCD that communicates with the load EMS, making 114

it part of the NAN. The realization of the NAN can be based 115

on either wireless (e.g., IEEE 802.11 or IEEE 802.15.4 [12]) 116

or power-line (e.g., IEEE 1901.2-2013 [13]) communication. 117

The user facility can be equipped with its own local energy 118

optimization capability that takes into account user configura- 119

tions as constraints [14], which in turn affect the priority of 120

the demand requests generated by the user. 121

We model the load-demand events as Poisson arrivals. There 122

are K different priority classes, and the mean interarrival 123

time for the demands from class k is denoted by (1/λk) for 124

k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K }. A class with smaller index is assigned 125

a higher priority. Furthermore, we assume that every class 126

has multiple nodes and for each class k, node nk initiates 127

the demand events with rate λk,nk . If the total number of 128

nodes for class k is Nk then we have λk = ∑Nk
nk=1 λk,nk . 129

The mean service time required to process class k demand 130

is denoted by (1/sk). In addition, the service times can follow 131

any arbitrary distribution. When the load-demands from the 132

SCD are received by the load EMS, it is the responsibility 133

of the latter to process the demands based on the dynamic- 134

priorities and subsequently communicate with the substation 135

EMS. A functional block diagram of the load EMS, illustrating 136

arrivals of demands with multiple priorities and their process- 137

ing, is shown in Fig. 2. 138

Large-scale integration of communication infrastructure in 139

the SG also makes it vulnerable to cyber attacks. The attacks 140

in SGs can be grouped in the following two major categories. 141

1) Denial of service (DoS) attacks target the system avail- 142

ability, by blocking, delaying, or even corrupting the 143

communication link used by SG. 144

2) System integrity and confidentiality attacks target modi- 145

fication or disruption of data exchanges among different 146

entities in the SG. In addition, the intruder intends to 147

gain unauthorized access to SG data, putting the system 148

confidentiality at stake. 149

The detection of and remedial measures against DoS attacks 150

are primarily integrated at different layers of the communi- 151

cation network. For instance, rate limiting, reconfiguration, 152

and filtering are among the more widely used approaches 153

at network layer. Similarly, antijamming measures, including 154

frequency hopping as well as spread spectrum, are used 155

at the physical layer. The network level countermeasures 156

against DoS attacks are least effective against the sys- 157

tem integrity/confidentiality attacks. This is true because the 158
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Fig. 3. Arrivals of events with their corresponding deadlines.

system integrity attacks try to gain access to the contents of159

communication and eventually modify the information. This160

type of malicious activity does not affect the data packet161

rates or packet size and as a result is not visible from statistical162

performance measures used to detect DoS attacks. Rather163

cryptographic approaches for securing data integrity become164

the main countermeasure tool against these types of attacks.165

III. DYNAMIC-PRIORITY-BASED EVENT PROCESSING166

We consider a dynamic-priority policy based on nonpre-167

emption for event processing, which is implemented by the168

load EMS. The advantages and disadvantages associated with169

no preemption of the low priority demands are discussed170

in [15]. The dynamic-priority policy allows one to trade off171

the fairness experienced by the lower-priority events with the172

delay incurred to the high-priority events.173

Specifically, we introduce a time-dependent priority of the174

load-demands. In this case, when the processing of a demand175

from an arbitrary load is completed, the load EMS selects a176

new demand request with the current highest time-accumulated177

priority, which could allow a low-priority demand waiting for178

long enough to be selected in advance of a newly arrived179

higher-priority request. In time-dependent dynamic-priority,180

the load priority increases with the waiting time according181

to a specific rule. Let a load-demand of priority k arrives at182

time tk . Then, we define the dynamic-priority, k(t) of this183

demand request at time t as184

k(t) = ck(t − tk)
1
θ (1)185

where ck is kth-priority scaling coefficient and the common186

parameter θ is the priority accumulation exponent for different187

priority classes. The coefficient ck is determined by the initial188

priority assigned by the load EMS, which can choose ck based189

on the event processing deadline. Fig. 3 illustrates pictorially190

the arrival of events along with their associated deadlines.191

Now if another load of higher priority l (i.e., l < k) and192

correspondingly cl > ck , arrives then its time accumulated193

priority l(t) can become larger than k(t) because cl > ck .194

The delay D(d)
k for the kth-priority demands follow-195

ing dynamic-priority policy has two components, processing196

delay (1/sk) and the waiting (W (d)
k ) delay [6] and is defined as:197

D(d)
k = W (d)

k + 1

sk
. (2)198

The waiting delay in (2) comprises the mean residual199

time (R) required to complete the processing of currently200

being processed event, the delay due to new demand arrivals201

of higher-priority (W (d)
k,1 ), and the delay due to processing of202

the demands that were already in the system denoted by W (d)
k,2 . 203

Thus, delay W (d)
k is given by 204

W (d)
k = R + W (d)

k,1 + W (d)
k,2 (3) 205

where the mean residual time R and is given by [16] 206

R = 1

2

K∑

i=1

λi E
[
Y 2

i

]
(4) 207

where Yi is the random variable representing the demand 208

processing delay and correspondingly, E[Yi ] = (1/si ). The 209

expressions for waiting times W (d)
k,1 and W (d)

k,2 are given 210

in (7) and (8), respectively, and next we detail their derivation. 211

Assuming that a demand with kth-priority is already queued 212

in the load EMS and a new higher-priority demand with 213

priority l is received. If the time of occurrence of the 214

kth-priority demand is t = 0 and that of the lth-priority 215

demand is t = τl . Then using (1), the accumulated priority of 216

kth event after waiting for W (d)
k time is given by ck(W (d)

k )1/θ
217

and that of lth event is cl(W (d)
k − τl)

1/θ . It is straightforward 218

to realize that, when the equality given by 219

ck
(
W (d)

k

) 1
θ = cl

(
W (d)

k − τl
) 1

θ (5) 220

holds, then the lth-priority event will be served ahead of the 221

kth-priority event, if the lth-priority event occurs in the time 222

interval (0, τl). This critical time instant τl can be obtained 223

from the equality in (5) and is given by 224

τl =
(

1 −
(

ck

cl

)θ
)

W (d)
k . (6) 225

The waiting time due to these new higher-priority events, 226

which arrive after the kth-priority event and are processed 227

before the kth-priority event, is denoted by W (d)
k,1 , and is 228

given by 229

W (d)
k,1 =

k−1∑

l=1

λl

sl
τl 230

=
k−1∑

l=1

λl

sl

(

1 −
(

ck

cl

)θ
)

W (d)
k . (7) 231

In addition, the waiting time experienced by the kth-priority 232

event, due to the events that were already received by the load 233

EMS before its arrival, is obtained as 234

W (d)
k,2 =

k∑

m=1

λm

sm
W (d)

m +
K∑

q=k+1

λq

sq
Tq . (8) 235

In (8), the first term represents the set of events, which are of 236

either higher or same priority as that of kth-priority event and 237

will be processed prior to the kth-priority event. The second 238

term represents the fraction of the low-priority events, which 239

have already been in the load EMS for long enough time to 240

get processed earlier than the kth-priority event due to their 241

higher dynamic-priority (as result of time accumulation). Next, 242

we concentrate on these lower-priority events and evaluate the 243

waiting delay incurred due to these low-priority events to the 244

kth-priority event. 245
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Consider now a scenario where the kth-priority event arrives246

at t = 0, while a lower-priority qth event arrived at time247

t = −tq (earlier than the kth-priority event). Now, the248

qth-priority event will be processed before the kth event, if at249

some arbitrary time t = tk , the accumulated priority of the250

qth-priority event is higher than that of the kth-priority event,251

as stated by the following condition:252

ck(tk)
1
θ ≤ cq(tq + tk)

1
θ (9)253

which can be rewritten as254

tk ≤ tq

(
cθ

q

cθ
k − cθ

q

)

. (10)255

Now the delay term Tq in (8) can be computed as256

Tq =
∫ ∞

0
P

(
tq < W̃ (d)

q ≤ (tk + tq)
)
dtq . (11)257

In (11), W̃ (d)
q represents the instantaneous delay experienced258

by the qth-priority event. Substituting tk from (10) in (11),259

we get260

Tq =
∫ ∞

0
P

(

tq < W̃ (d)
q ≤ tq

(
cθ

k

cθ
k − cθ

q

))

dtq (12)261

which can be decomposed using the probability of intersection262

of intervals as263

Tq =
∫ ∞

0
P

(

W̃ (d)
q ≤ tq

(
cθ

k

cθ
k − cθ

q

))

dtq264

−
∫ ∞

0
P

(
W̃ (d)

q ≤ tq
)
dtq . (13)265

Now using the fact that W (d)
q = E[W̃ (d)

q ], the expression266

in (13) simplifies to267

Tq = W (d)
q

(
cq

ck

)θ

. (14)268

Now, substituting the value of Tq in (8) and then W (d)
k,1 and269

W (d)
k,2 in (3) for dynamic-priority waiting delay, we obtain the270

following expression:271

W (d)
k =

1
2

∑K
i=1 λi E[Y 2

i ]
1−∑k−1

i=1
λi
si

− ∑K
i=k+1

λi
si

W (d)
i

(
1 − ( ci

ck

)θ )

1 − ∑k−1
i=1

λi
si

(
1 − ( ck

ci

)θ ) . (15)272

From (15), we observe that W (d)
k can be evaluated recursively273

and requires to fix the value of maximum number of priority274

classes, K . Finally, the mean delay D(d)
k for dynamic-priority-275

based event handling is obtained using (2). It is important to276

mention here that for θ → ∞, (15) reduces to the weighting277

delay for nonpreemptive priority policy, which is a special case278

of dynamic-priority policy and is given by279

W (n)
k =

1
2

∑K
i=1 λi E[Y 2

i ]
1−∑k−1

i=1
λi
si

− ∑K
i=k+1

λi
si

W (n)
i

1 − ∑k−1
i=1

λi
si

. (16)280

In (16), the superscript n in the weighting delay expression,281

W (n)
k , represents the nonpreemptive priority policy.282

IV. STABILITY CONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION 283

To evaluate delay experienced by the kth-priority demand, 284

we have to characterize parameter, Yk , as required in (4). 285

Let the total processing delay, which includes communication 286

delay between load and substation EMS, follow exponential 287

distribution. As a result, we have E[Y 2
k ] = (2/s2

k ). In addition, 288

to simplify the analysis with out loss of generality, two priority 289

levels are considered; however, it is straightforward to include 290

more priority classes. Using these parametric values, we obtain 291

the delay expressions for the high (k = 1) and low (k = 2) 292

priority events by solving (15). Specifically, for two priority 293

case (i.e., K = 2), the delay expression for low-priority events 294

is obtained by substituting k = 2 in (15) along with (2) and 295

is given by 296

D(d)
2 = 1

s2
+ W (d)

2 297

= 1

s2
+ A

s1s2 B

⎡

⎣ s1
(
s1 − λ1

(
1 − ( c2

c1

)θ ))

⎤

⎦ (17) 298

where A = (λ1 s2
2 + λ2 s2

1 ) and B = (s1 s2 − λ1 s2 − λ2 s1). 299

Similarly for the high-priority events, using k = 1 300

in (15) and (2) leads to the following delay expression: 301

D(d)
1 = 1

s1
+ A

s1s2 B
− W (d)

2

[
λ2

s2

(

1 −
(

c2

c1

)θ
)]

(18) 302

which after substituting the expression for W (d)
2 from (17) 303

becomes 304

D(d)
1 = 1

s1
+ A

s1s2 B

⎡

⎣1 − s1λ2
(
1 − ( c2

c1

)θ )

s2(s1 − λ1
(
1 − ( c2

c1

)θ ))

⎤

⎦. (19) 305

To reduce the total delay experienced by a load-demand, 306

an increase in event processing rates s1 or s2 is required. Based 307

on this fact, one can expect that the delay experienced by the 308

load-demands will be reduced, but at the expense of increased 309

demand requests to be processed by the substation EMS. 310

We assign processing costs, at the substation EMS and 311

to the high as well as low-priority demands based on their 312

delay requirements. Specifically, let σ sα1
1 and σ sα2

2 represent 313

the processing costs for the high- and low-priority loads, 314

where σ is the per event cost scaling factor, while α1 and 315

α2 represent the cost exponents corresponding to high and 316

low-priority load-demands, respectively. Obviously, we require 317

α1 > α2. The underlying tradeoff between substation EMS 318

processing cost and the load-demand delay can be achieved 319

optimally based on a measure of weighted total cost. Now 320

an optimization problem based on weighted total cost using 321

dynamic-priority policy, while satisfying the system stability 322

constraint can be formulated as 323

minimize f (s1, s2) = β
(
σ sα1

1 + D(d)
1

)
324

+ (1 − β)
(
σ sα2

2 + D(d)
2

)
325

s.t.
λ1

s1
+ λ2

s2
≤ 1. (20) 326

In the optimization problem formulation in (20), s1 and s2 327

are the optimization variables that can be controlled by the 328
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load EMS for minimizing the weighted objective cost and329

the parameter β is the weighting coefficient, which further330

provides the relative significance between low- and high-331

priority loads. The constraint in (20) ensures the system stable332

operation in the sense that demand processing rate is higher333

than the demand arrival rate. An important feature of the334

optimization problem formulation is that it provides an optimal335

delay-performance tradeoff between load-demands of different336

priority classes. Let c′ = (1−(c2/c1))
θ ). Now using the delay337

expressions for D(d)
1 and D(d)

2 from (19) and (17), respectively,338

and introducing the slack variables u1 and u2, the problem339

in (20) is rewritten in the revised form as340

minimize β
(
σ sα1

1 + u1
) + (1 − β)

(
σ sα2

2 + u2
)

(21)341

s.t.
λ1

s1
+ λ2

s2
≤ 1 (22)342

(s1−λ1c′)s2
2 B + (s1s2 − s2λ1c′−s1λ2c′)A
(
s2

1 s2
2 − s1s2

2λ1c′)B
≤ u1 (23)343

(
s2

1 − s1λ1c′)B + s1 A
(
s2

1 s2 − s1s2λ1c′)B
≤ u2. (24)344

The optimization problem in (21)–(24) is transformed345

to the generalized geometric program by using auxiliary346

variables u3, u4, u5, u6 and rewriting the constraints347

in (23) and (24) as348

minimize β
(
σ sα1

1 + u1
) + (1 − β)

(
σ sα2

2 + u2
)

(25)349

s.t.
λ1

s1
+ λ2

s2
≤ 1 (26)350

u−1
1 u3u−1

4 ≤ 1 (27)351

(s1s2 − s2λ1c′ − s1λ2c′)At−1
3352

+(
s1s2

2 − s2
2λ1c′)Bu−1

3 ≤ 1 (28)353

(
s2

1 s2
2 − s1s2

2λ1c′)Bu−1
4 ≤ 1 (29)354

u−1
2 u5u−1

6 ≤ 1 (30)355

u−1
5

((
s2

1 − s1λ1c′)B + s1 A
) ≤ 1 (31)356

u−1
6

(
s2

1 s2 − s1s2λ1c′)B ≤ 1. (32)357

Specifically, the above optimization problem falls in the cate-358

gory of signomial optimization due to the presence of nega-359

tive coefficients in the constraint polynomials. The signomial360

optimization problems are nonconvex and different approaches361

are proposed for solving these problems [17]. One possible362

solution approach, without any loss of generality, is based on363

problem relaxation at optimal solution point, but is applicable364

to special scenarios involving signomial programming [17].365

The problem in (25) falls in that category and to utilize this366

relaxation approach, let us consider the signomial constraint367

in (32). By introducing an auxiliary variable x , we can rewrite368

this constraint as369

t−1
6

(
x + s1s2

2λ2
1c′ + s2

1 s2λ1λ2c′) ≤ 1370

s−3
1 s−2

2

(
s2

1 s2
2λ1c′ + s2

1 s2
2λ1 + s3

1 s2λ2c′ + x
) = 1. (33)371

The posynomial equality constraint in (33) is the main limita-372

tion, which otherwise is equivalent to geometric optimization373

that can be transformed to a convex problem. Based on the374

relaxation approach, this constraint is relaxed to an inequality375

TABLE I

PARAMETER VALUES SELECTED FOR PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION RESULTS

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of event-driven and time-driven approaches
as a function of (a) high-priority nodes and (b) low-priority nodes. The
parameters λ1,n1 = .08, λ2,n2 = .04, and s1 = 2, s2 = 1 are used for
this case.

constraint and the resulting problem is a geometric optimiza- 376

tion problem and can be solved efficiently. The effectiveness of 377

the above-mentioned approximation is achieved by construct- 378

ing a trust region as discussed in [17]. 379

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION RESULTS 380

For the performance evaluation of dynamic-priority policy, 381

we consider two priority classes of load-demand events, where 382

high-priority events are marked by lower index. The selection 383

of two priority classes is to keep the presentation simple, 384

which otherwise is not restrictive. The mean event arrival 385

rate λk , corresponding to priority class k is obtained as 386

λk = ∑Nk
nk=1 λk,nk , for Nk nodes of priority k. The parameters 387

chosen for performance evaluation are tabulated in Table I, 388
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Fig. 5. Normalized delay-performance comparison for different values of
parameter θ .

Fig. 6. Normalized fairness improvement as function of dynamic-priority
parameter θ .

where we have assumed that each priority class has ten nodes.

AQ:2

389

The choice of number of priority classes as well as the nodes390

in each priority class is a user-dependent attribute and may391

vary significantly. Based on this fact we have made a realistic392

selection of these parameters.393

A. Dynamic-Priority Policy Performance394

First, we compare the performance of dynamic-priority395

policy based load-demand event processing with that of396

Fig. 7. Optimal event processing rate for (a) high-priority events
and (b) low-priority events.

time division multiplexed (TDM) policy with equal priori- 397

ties. For an arbitrary policy followed, we define the nor- 398

malized performance as 1 − (D(i)/Nt ), where superscript i 399

marks the policy followed and can be one of the dynamic, 400

nonpreemptive or TDM based and Nt = N1 + N2. For 401

the TDM based equal priority policy, the mean delay is 402

defined as D(TDM)
1 = (N1/s1) and D(TDM)

2 = (N2/s2) 403

for low- and high-priority classes of load-demand events, 404

respectively. 405

The normalized performance comparison results are shown 406

in Fig. 4. From the result in Fig. 4, it can be seen that both 407

dynamic-priority and nonpreemptive policies perform better 408

compared to TDM approach. In addition, we observe that 409

the normalized performance for dynamic-priority policy is 410

superior compared to nonpreemptive policy, for low-priority 411

nodes, while opposite is the case for high-priority nodes. 412

This is due to the fairness improvement capability of the 413

dynamic-priority policy. We also observe that an increase in 414

high-priority nodes, affects the performance of low-priority 415

nodes more in the case of a nonpreemptive policy com- 416

pared with a dynamic-priority policy, as can be observed 417

from Fig. 4(a). 418

Next, we compare the normalized delay-performance of 419

dynamic-priority policy for three different values of parame- 420

ter θ . The normalization is done with the maximum delay of 421
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Fig. 8. Optimal objective function variations as a function of (a) high-priority event rate λ1 and weighting parameter β, (b) event rate λ1 and cost exponent
parameter α2 and (c) parameters β and α2.

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON SUMMARY FOR
DIFFERENT EVENT PROCESSING POLICIES

the low-priority nodes. It should be recalled that for parameter422

θ = ∞ represents the nonpreemptive policy. The results are423

shown in Fig. 5. From these results, we can observe that424

the delay for high-priority events is minimum, while it is425

maximum for low-priority events when using nonpreemptive426

policy. While for the two other values of parameter θ , the delay427

reduces for low-priority events at the expense of an increased428

delay for high-priority events when compared with the non-429

preemptive policy. This delay-performance tradeoff between430

high- and low-priority events is adjustable to the desired level431

by tuning the value of parameter θ .432

For the dynamic-priority policy, the effect of tuning para-433

meter θ on fairness experienced by the low-priority nodes is434

shown in Fig. 6. For that purpose, we define the normalized435

fairness improvement as (D(d)
2 − D(d)

1 /D(d)
2 ). From the result436

in Fig. 6, it can be seen that by reducing the value of θ ,437

a higher fairness improvement can be achieved at the expense438

of larger delays for high-priority events, when parameter λ1439

assume large values. This is based on the fact that the440

accumulated margin from a larger number of high-priority441

events is large and leads to higher fairness improvement when442

the value of parameter θ is reduced. The event processing443

fairness and priority based comparison for different policies is444

summarized in Table II.445

B. Optimal Performance Tradeoff446

Based on the optimization problem formulation, we can447

analyze the performance tradeoff between the processing load448

on the substation EMS and the delay experienced by the load-449

demands. The differentiation for substation EMS processing450

cost is realized by assigning larger value to cost exponent451

parameter α1 corresponding to high-priority events. The values452

used for parameters α1 and α2 are given in Table I.453

The optimization problem in (25) is solved using the relaxation 454

method discussed in [17]. In the problem formulation in (25) 455

the parameter β is the weighting coefficient that defines the 456

relative importance of the two-priority classes. A higher value 457

assigned to parameter β gives more weight to the high-priority 458

load-demands. 459

The variations in the optimal values for event-processing 460

rates at the substation EMS, s∗
1 and s∗

2 , are shown in Fig. 7. 461

We can observe that an increase in parameter β simultaneously 462

reduces s∗
1 and increases s∗

2 . Since the objective is to minimize 463

the weighted substation EMS processing cost and the load- 464

demand delays, the dominance of cost component compared 465

with the delay results in decreasing s∗
1 , while the opposite is 466

true for s∗
2 . 467

The optimal sum cost variations for different parameters are 468

shown in Fig. 8. The optimal cost, f (s∗
1 , s∗

2 ) as a function 469

of high-priority event rate, λ1 and weighting parameter β, 470

is shown in Fig. 8(a). From this result, we observe an 471

interesting aspect, for large values of λ1, where the optimal 472

value of cost first increases and then decreases with an increase 473

in parameter β. This is attributed to the dominance of high- 474

priority events, which results in an increase in optimal cost for 475

lower values of parameter β. For larger values of β, the low- 476

priority events are given more weight and result in decreasing 477

the optimal cost. The effect of varying cost exponent α2 (of 478

lower priority events) and parameter β is shown in Fig. 8(c). 479

We observe a similar behavior due to weighting coefficient β, 480

as observed in Fig. 8(a), for larger values of cost exponent α2. 481

This type of response is based on the fact that both parameters, 482

λ1 and α2, have a similar effect on the optimal cost. This can 483

be verified from Fig. 8(b), where we observe an increase in 484

the cost due to an increase in λ1 as well as α2. 485

Finally consider the scenario, where the substation EMS 486

is required to reduce the delay of low-priority events. Since 487

increasing event processing rates s1 as well as s2 can reduce 488

the delay of low-priority events, we need to know which of 489

the two options would perform better. One measure that can 490

be used to make the choice is based on the magnitude of 491

delay reduction per unit increment in s1 or s2 and can be 492

quantified by evaluating the low-priority event delay partial 493

derivative. For instance, if s2 is used for delay reduction, then 494

this measure is quantified as |(∂ D(d)
2 /∂s2)(s1, s2)|. Using this 495
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Fig. 9. Delay reduction rate in response to increasing event-processing
rate. The x-axis parameter s2 corresponds to |(∂D(d)

2 /∂s2)(s1, s2)| and s1

corresponds to |(∂D(d)
2 /∂s1)(s1, s2)|. (a) For high-priority event arrival rate

λ1 = 0.15 and (b) λ1 = 0.6. The low-priority event arrival rate λ2 = 0.3 is
selected for both the cases.

measure, the selection between s1 or s2 can be made as496

si =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

s1,

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∂ D(d)
2

∂s2
(s1, s2)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
≤

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

∂ D(d)
2

∂s1
(s1, s2)

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

s2, otherwise.

(34)497

This fact is illustrated in Fig. 9. From the result in Fig. 9(b),498

we can conclude that for smaller values of λ1 we select s2,499

while s1 is selected for larger values of λ1 and the500

crossover point in (34) determines the switching point501

between s1 and s2.502

VI. CONCLUSION503

SG is evolving as a result of integration of the power504

and cyber networks. The large data volumes in SG demand505

for necessary information communication using a priori-506

tization metric and are key to the scaling of such an507

event-driven based communication infrastructure. A priority-508

based event-driven communication mechanism is proposed to509

achieve balance between demand and supply. Load-demands510

are categorized into multiple priority classes, and demand511

processing based on dynamic-priorities is analyzed. Evaluation 512

results based on delay and fairness parameters show perfor- 513

mance improvement of priority based solution compared with 514

TDM-based equal priority mechanism. The performance trade- 515

off between EMS processing cost and the delays experienced 516

by different priority classes of load-demands is achieved by 517

using generalized geometric optimization. The priority-based 518

load demand processing, while accounting for the substation 519

EMS loading, provides multidimensional flexibility to achieve 520

demand–supply balance. In the future, we plan to analyze 521

the communication network performance scaling of substation 522

EMS, when multiple load-demand aggregators are connected 523

to it. 524
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